
With the Ducati Scrambler, Ducati 
presents not just a new motorcycle but 
rather a new brand, a new approach to 
the motorcycling world that offers not only 
performance and technology but also 
freedom of expression, fun and sharing of 
positive emotion. Ducati Scrambler is a new 
brand, offering a whole new world made 
up of bikes, accessories and apparel that 
provide the last word in self-expression. 
Anti-conformist, accessible and essential, 
the Ducati Scrambler is a perfect mix of 
tradition and modernity, a stride towards 
the pure essence of motorcycling: two 
wheels, wide handlebars, a straightforward 
engine and endless fun.





SIXTY2

Sixty2 is a Ducati Scrambler inspired by the youth culture of 
skateboarding, surfing and pop music. That’s why Sixty2, the most 
“popular” Ducati Scrambler of all time, is the new “pop icon“. The design, 
a highly expressive version of the Ducati Scrambler, finds a new form in its 
steel fuel tank, the graphics and the dedicated logo making it immediately 
recognizable, as well the three exclusive colors: Atomic Tangerine, Ocean 
Grey and Shining Black.



Sixty2
EquipmentBlack 

silencer

14 lt drop steel fuel tank 
with dedicated logo

399cc L-Twin cylinder 41hp, 
desmodromic air cooled

Kayaba rear shock, 
pre-load adjustable

Steel tube 
swingarm

Floating mono disc, 
2-piston 320mm, 
ABS Standard

Round steel 
mirrors

LED 
Tail light

Low seat, 
790mm

Round headlight 
with LED ring

LCD dashboard with 
interchangeable cover

L-Twin cylinder, Desmodromic distribution, 
2 valves per cylinder, air-cooled

399 cc

30.2 kW (41 hp) @ 8 750,  rpm

34.6 Nm (3.5 kgm) @ 8,000 rpm

Lightweight alloy, 10-spoke, 3.00” x 18”

Lightweight alloy, 10-spoke, 4.50” x 17”

Pirelli MT 60 RS 110/80 R18

Pirelli MT 60 RS 160/60 R17

Kayaba rear shock with fully adjustable 
preload

320 mm disc, 2-piston floating calliper 
with ABS as standard

245 mm disc, 1-piston floating calliper 
with ABS as standard

14 l

167 kg

790 mm (31.1 in) - low seat 770 mm (30.3 in) 
and high 810 mm (31.9 in) available as accessory

Sixty2
Equipment

Steel tank; front headlight with glass lens, LED 
positioning light with interchangeable surround; 
rear headlight with LED technology; LCD 
instrumentation with interchangeable surround; 
18” front wheel and 17” rear wheel

Floating mono disc, 
2-piston 320mm, 
ABS Standard

Available 
in three colors

Engine 

Displacement 

Power

Torque

Front 
wheel

Rear
wheel

Front
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Rear
tyre

Rear 
suspension

Front 
brake

Rear 
brake

Fuel tank 
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Dry weight

Seat height





ICON

The Scrambler Icon is the starting point from which to express 
yourself. It is characterised by its comfortable riding position and steel 
teardrop tank with interchangeable aluminium side panels. The 790 mm 
seat height ensures comfort for both the rider and passenger. Stand-
out features include the wide handlebar, the headlight with glass lens 
and LED guide-light, and the Dual Sport wheels. An aluminium finish 
for the belt covers, the heat guard and the interchangeable surround of 
the characteristic LCD instrument panel all enrich the style of the bike. 
Available in two colours: ’62 Yellow and Ducati Red.



Round headlight 
with LED ring

Passenger 
grab rail

Tear drop steel 
fuel tank 13.5 lt

10-Spoke 
light alloy 
18’’ front, 
17’’ rear

Aluminum
fuel tank covers

Aluminum
heat cover

Aluminum
belt covers

Pirelli dual
sport tires

High and wide
handlebar

Under seat
USB

LCD dashboard with 
interchangeable aluminum cover

New tech
LED tail light

10-Spoke 
light alloy 
18’’ front, 
17’’ rear

Available
in two colors

Engine 

Displacement 

Power

Torque

Front 
wheel

Rear
wheel

Front
tyre

Rear
tyre

Rear 
suspension

Front 
brake

Rear 
brake

Fuel tank 
capacity

Dry weight

Seat height

L-Twin, Desmodromic distribution, 
2 valves per cylinder, air cooled

803 cc

55 kW (75 hp) @ 8,250 rpm

68 Nm (50 lb-ft) @ 5,750 rpm

10-spoke in light alloy, 3.00” x 18”

10-spoke in light alloy, 5.50” x 17”

Pirelli MT 60 RS 110/80 ZR18

Pirelli MT 60 RS 180/55 ZR17

Kayaba rear shock, 
pre-load adjustable

330 mm disc, radial 4-piston calliper 
with ABS as standard equipment

245 mm disc, 1-piston floating calliper 
with ABS as standard equipment

13.5 l - 3.57 gallons (US)

170 kg (375 lb)

790 mm (31.1 in) - low seat 770 mm (30.3 in) 
and high 810 mm (31.9 in) available as accessory





URBAN ENDURO

The Scrambler Urban Enduro version is the ideal companion with 
which to get around urban obstacles with agility, but also to reach new 
places, riding on the less travelled roads. The brown seat with a ribbed 
design, lined with technical fabrics, offers first-class ergonomic comfort. 
The fork protectors, engine sump guard and the headlight grille protect 
the key parts of the bike on off-road sections, while the cross bar stiffens 
the wide handlebar. Additional references to the off-road world include 
the high mudguard in plastic fibre and the spoke wheels. In Wild Green.



Ribbed 
Seat

Fork 
Protectors

Higher front 
mudguardColour

 Wild Green

Skid plate

Spoked 
wheels

18’’ front, 
17’’ rear

Off-road handlebar
with cross bar

Headlight 
grill

Round headlight 
with LED ring

Urban Enduro
Equipment

Fork 
Protectors

Higher front 
mudguard

Engine 

Displacement 

Power

Torque

Front 
wheel

Rear
wheel

Front
tyre

Rear
tyre

Rear 
suspension

Front 
brake

Rear 
brake

Fuel tank 
capacity

Dry weight

Seat height

Urban Enduro
Equipment

L-Twin, Desmodromic distribution, 
2 valves per cylinder, air cooled

803 cc

55 kW (75 hp) @ 8,250 rpm

68 Nm (50 lb-ft) @ 5,750 rpm

Spoked aluminium wheels, 3,00” x 18”

Spoked aluminium wheels, 5,50” x 17”

Pirelli MT 60 RS 110/80 ZR18

Pirelli MT 60 RS 180/55 ZR17

Kayaba rear shock, 
pre-load adjustable

330 mm disc, radial 4-piston calliper 
with ABS as standard equipment

245 mm disc, 1-piston floating calliper 
with ABS as standard equipment

13.5 l - 3.57 gallons (US)

176 kg (388 lb)

790 mm 

Spoked aluminium wheels, aluminium engine sump 
guard, high front mudguard, headlight grill, aluminium 
handlebar cross-strut, front stem protectors, ribbed 
seat, dedicated logo





CLASSIC

The Scrambler Classic version is aimed at those who appreciate 
attention to detail and 1970s style, but who don’t want to compromise on 
riding pleasure and the functionality of a modern bike. It is characterised by 
unique, refined details, such as the aluminium front and rear mudguards, 
the spoke wheels and the brown seat with diamond-shaped inserts.
In Orange Sunshine.



Colour
Orange 

SunshineAluminum 
front/rear 

mudguard

Vintage 
seat

Spoked wheels
18’’ front, 
17’’ rear

Black fuel 
tank stripe

Plate 
holder

Classic 
Equipment

Spoked wheels
18’’ front, 
17’’ rear

Plate 
holder

Engine 

Displacement 

Power

Torque

Front 
wheel

Rear
wheel

Front
tyre

Rear
tyre

Rear 
suspension

Front 
brake

Rear 
brake

Fuel tank 
capacity

Dry weight

Seat height

Classic 
Equipment

L-Twin, Desmodromic distribution, 
2 valves per cylinder, air cooled

803 cc

55 kW (75 hp) @ 8,250 rpm

68 Nm (50 lb-ft) @ 5,750 rpm

Spoked aluminium wheels, 3,00” x 18”

Spoked aluminium wheels, 5,50” x 17”

Pirelli MT 60 RS 110/80 ZR18

Pirelli MT 60 RS 180/55 ZR17

Kayaba rear shock, 
pre-load adjustable

330 mm disc, radial 4-piston calliper 
with ABS as standard equipment

245 mm disc, 1-piston floating calliper 
with ABS as standard equipment

13.5 l - 3.57 gallons (US)

176.5 kg (389 lb)

790 mm 

Spoked aluminium wheels, front and rear 
aluminium mudguards, vintage design seat, 
fuel tank with black stripe, high plate support, 
dedicated logo





FULL THROTTLE

The Scrambler Full Throttle version is inspired by the flat track world 
and makes clear references to the bikes that race around dirt ovals. It is 
equipped with a Termignoni racing exhaust homologated for road use, a 
seat designed for racing and black side panels with dedicated graphics. 
The low tapered handlebar and the short front mudguard add to the 
distinctive features of the Scrambler Full Throttle, destined for those 
who want a bike perfect for every-day use but without compromising on 
racing style. In Deep Black.



Racing 
inspired seat 

Sporty 
Tail

Short front 
mudguard 
with yellow 
stripe

Colour
Deep Black

Black tank
side panels

Termignoni 
Mufflers

Lower flat track inspired
handlebar

Full Throttle
Equipment

Short front 
mudguard 
with yellow 
stripe

Engine 

Displacement 

Power

Torque

Front 
wheel

Rear
wheel

Front
tyre

Rear
tyre

Rear 
suspension

Front 
brake

Rear 
brake

Fuel tank 
capacity

Dry weight

Seat height

Full Throttle
Equipment

Termignoni slip-on silencer, low aluminium 
handlebars, flat-track inspired seat, sport tail piece
with dedicate turn indicator support, sports style 
front mudguard, black fuel tank side covers, 
dedicated logo

L-Twin, Desmodromic distribution, 
2 valves per cylinder, air cooled

803 cc

55 kW (75 hp) @ 8,250 rpm

68 Nm (50 lb-ft) @ 5,750 rpm

10-spoke in light alloy, 3.00” x 18”

10-spoke in light alloy, 5.50” x 17”

Pirelli MT 60 RS 110/80 ZR18

Pirelli MT 60 RS 180/55 ZR17

Kayaba rear shock, 
pre-load adjustable

330 mm disc, radial 4-piston calliper 
with ABS as standard equipment

245 mm disc, 1-piston floating calliper 
with ABS as standard equipment

13.5 l - 3.57 gallons (US)

170 kg (375 lb)

790 mm 





flaT Track pro

A real tribute to American dirt track racing: the new Ducati Scrambler 
Flat Track Pro, an evolution of the Ducati Scrambler Full Throttle, that 
recalls the world of American Flat Track racing. It mounts low variable 
section handlebars, a Termignoni exhaust, and is finished with alloy 
wheels. It is inspired by the motorcycles ridden by Troy Bayliss and 
Johnny Lewis at the 2015 American AMA Pro Flat Track championship 
and adds premium innovative details to the current Ducati Scrambler 
range.



Flat Track Pro
Equipment

CNC 
foot pegs

Racing Yellow steel 
fuel tank with 

dedicated livery
Dedicated 
seat fabric

Dedicated side 
number plate

Alloy spoke 
wheels with 
racing yellow 
outline

Termignoni 
slip-on silencer

CNC 
sprocket cover

Flat Track 
handgrip

Flat Track aluminium handlebar

Sport headlight 
fairing

Aluminium rear view 
mirrors

L-Twin, Desmodromic distribution, 2 valves 
per cylinder, air cooled

803 cc

55 kW (75 hp) @ 8,250 rpm

68 Nm (50 lb-ft) @ 5,750 rpm

10-spoke in light alloy, 3.00” x 18”

10-spoke in light alloy, 5.50” x 17”

Pirelli MT 60 RS 110/80 ZR18

Pirelli MT 60 RS 180/55 ZR17

Kayaba rear shock, 
pre-load adjustable

330 mm disc, radial 4-piston calliper 
with ABS as standard equipment

245 mm disc, 1-piston floating calliper 
with ABS as standard equipment

13.5 l - 3.57 gallons (US)

170 kg (375 lb)

790 mm (31.1 in)

Flat Track Pro
Equipment

Racing Yellow steel fuel tank with dedicated livery, 
dedicated seat fabric, dedicated side number plate, 
Termignoni slip-on silencer, alloy spoke wheels with 
Racing Yellow outline, aluminium rear view mirrors, 
Flat Track aluminium handlebar, Flat Track handgrip, 
sport headlight fairing, CNC sprocket cover, short 
front mudguard, CNC foot pegs, CNC master cylinder 
reservoir cover, rear light indicators support

alloy spoke 
wheels with 
racing yellow 
outline
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ItaLIa IndEpEndEnt
Limited edition

ITalIa INDEpENDENT

It is born out of a collaboration between Ducati Scrambler and Italia 
Independent, brand leader in the eyewear and lifestyle products 
sector, that combines fashion and design, tradition and innovation. The 
bike represents the expansion of the range as it takes a turn in a more 
fashionable and glamourous direction while maintaining the characteristic 
values of the Scrambler Brand. Created as a limited edition and with only 
1077 units being produced, each bike is enriched by an aluminium plate 
engraved with its unique serial number. To seal this pairing of Made in 
Italy style and originality, a specific logo has been created and will be 
positioned both on the side covers of the tank and on the label of the 
leather seat. The Matt Black of the tank and Night Copper side covers 
further enhance the café racer soul of this bike.



Italia Independent 
Equipment

Cafè Racer 
windshield

Fully black engine 
with brushed fins

Night Copper 
tubular steel frame

Termignoni Full 
Black exhaust

Night Copper aluminium 
side panels

Special leather 
designed seat

Zero drag 
handlebar

Rearview 
mirrors to the 

handlebar

Italia Independent 
Equipment

L-Twin, Desmodromic distribution, 
2 valves per cylinder, air cooled

803 cc

55 kW (75 hp) @ 8,250 rpm

68 Nm (50 lb-ft) @ 5,750 rpm

10-spoke in light alloy, 3.00” x 18”

10-spoke in light alloy, 5.50” x 17”

Pirelli MT 60 RS 110/80 ZR18

Pirelli MT 60 RS 180/55 ZR17

Kayaba rear shock, 
pre-load adjustable

330 mm disc, radial 4-piston calliper 
with ABS as standard equipment

245 mm disc, 1-piston floating calliper with 
ABS as standard equipment

13.5 L - 3.57 gallons (US)

170 kg (375 lb)

790 mm (31.1 in.)

Fully black engine with brushed fins, Termignoni full 
black exhaust, Cafè Racer windshield, zero drag 
handlebar, rearview mirrors to the handlebar, short 
front mudguard, special leather designed seat, Night 
Copper aluminium side panels, Night Copper tubular 
steel frame, Night Copper alloy 10-spoke wheels
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Riding a motorcycle is the most thrilling way to enjoy the open road and Ducati is committed to provide the 
motorcyclist with nothing less than the maximum safety. Ducati motorcycles are ever-easier to handle, reliable and 
equipped to maximize both active safety and riding pleasure; our motorcycle apparel is made from cutting-edge 
materials to provide exceptional protection and styled to enhance visibility. Ducati is fully focused on rider safety. 
For further information visit the safety section on Ducati’s official website.
IMPORTANT: photos in this catalogue may refer to prototypes that could undergo modification during the 
development phase; they are therefore provided purely for informative and reference purposes and are not 
binding for Ducati Motor Holding S.p.A. A Sole Shareholder Company - A Company subject to the Management 
and Coordination activities of AUDI AG (“Ducati”). Ducati will not be liable for any mistakes in printing and/or 
translation. This catalogue may be accessed by users internationally and may contain references to products 
that are not available and/or whose features may vary in accordance with local laws. Not all colors and/ or 
versions are available in all countries. Ducati reserves the right to make changes and improvements to any 
product without any obligation to give prior notice or to carry out such changes to products already sold. Further 
product specifications can be found in each model’s owner manual. The products represented are not definitive 
versions and may therefore undergo both minor and substantial modifications at Ducati’s discretion and without 
any prior notice. All applicable photographs show professional riders in controlled conditions. Never attempt any 
action that could be potentially hazardous to you or other road users. This catalogue, including but not limited 
to the brands, logos, texts, images, graphics and index contained within it, are the property of Ducati or Ducati 
holds the reproduction rights; any reproduction, modification or other use of the catalogue and its contents is 
strictly forbidden without prior consent from Ducati. Power and torque calculated using an inertia dyno. Dry weight 
excludes battery, lubricants and coolants for liquid-cooled models. Kerb weights indicate total bike weight with all 
operating consumable liquids and a fuel tank filled to 90% of capacity (as per EC standard 93/93). For more 
information about the range, technical specifications and instructions, visit a Ducati Dealer or Scramblerducati.
com. Date of printing January 2016.
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LOOKBOOK

Casual, outdoor, authentic, the Ducati Scrambler apparel 
collection promotes free expression, in line with the 
modern philosophy, offering an up-to-date interpretation 
of the stylistic heritage of the past. Its “post-heritage”‛style 
is based on choosing the very best from the past to make 
it into absolutely innovative, contemporary designs.
Apparel intended not just as “riding gear” but as a true 
lifestyle option, able to cross and mix the boundaries 
between technical gear and fashion items.

ColleCtIon 2016





1

Quattrotasche 
leather jacket

9810312_
Produced in cowhide, the Quattrotasche 
jacket is designed for motorcyclists who 

care about look, functionality and are 
sensitive to post-heritage appeal. 

Oil and wax treatments ensure that the 
garment is extremely soft. 

CE certified, it has soft protectors 
on shoulders and elbows and fits a 

removable back protector. 
The internal liner is produced in 

TechFrame mesh and contains localised 
thermal cotton padding. The jacket can be 

adjusted at the neck and waist with snap 
fasteners and side zips. Its unique style 

and refined details make this garment the 
icon of the Ducati Scrambler line.

Trucker Patch
denim jacket
98103380_
The development of Trucker Patch, in 
perfect Scrambler style, takes the volume 
of a lifestyle denim jacket and cleverly 
redesigns it in terms of volume to contain 
CE-approved protectors on the shoulders 
and elbows while also protecting the biker 
from the wind. The careful attention to 
detail is enhanced with the customized 
buttons, dedicated patches and original 
tartan cotton panel that recalls other 
pieces in this clothing collection. 
Available as a men’s and women’s 
version, this youthful looking, informal 
jacket is suitable for all types of road on 
board your Ducati Scrambler!

2

Outdoor 
fabric jacket
98103076_
Inspired to the Urban enduro version, 
the outdoor jacket, is equipped with Ce 
protectors, fits a back protector, and is 
designed to adapt to any situation. 
the exterior is composed of a refined 
3-layer elasticised, waterproof and 
breathable soft-shell. the enveloping 
volume of the garment can be adjusted 
with coulisses on both waist and 
hood. Ventilation is managed through 
dedicated zips. the internal layer is a 
padded jacket: a useful, modern quilted 
jacket in camouflage, that can also be 
worn separately. Available in men’s and 
women’s versions and designed for all 
Ducati Scrambler free spirits.

Urban Raid
fabric jacket

98103680_
Urban Raid is the result of combining the 
iconic worker’s jacket with the extremely 

original Ducati Scrambler style. the jacket, 
made in polyester fabric and 3D mesh, 

elastic and ultra-ventilated, is strengthened 
with fabric bands that increase abrasion 

resistance performance in case of 
a crash. equipped with Ce certified 

protectors on the shoulders and elbows, 
4 volume adjustments and a band to 
attach it to pants, it is also suitable for 
use with the Warrior 2 back protector 

(sold separately). ease of use, ventilation, 
protection and first-rate details: a perfect 

mix for an unmistakable look!



3

Overland 
textile vest
98103078_
the overland vest, made of Cordura® and 
mesh, is designed for short trips 
and hot climates. 
the six pockets of various sizes 
make this garment extremely versatile 
and functional, while a seventh pocket 
allows for the insertion of a Manis G back 
protector, sold separately. 
Ducati Scrambler brand customisations 
and contrasting inserts complete this 
practical and essential garment.

Cargo
fabric trousers

9810341_
Comfortable and lightweight, 

the multi-pocketed Scrambler Cargo pants 
are perfect for the biker, 

both on and off the bike. 
Created in dyed, Sanforized cotton to 

retain the dimensional stability even after 
many washes, they have adjustable Ce 
protectors at the knee and upper tibia. 

Available as a men’s fit, 
they boast double stitching in the areas 
most exposed to abrasion to increase 

safety in case of a crash. 
For free spirits. 

4

Cross Country 
technical boots

9810313_
the Scrambler Cross Country sneakers 

are much more than just sneakers. 
Designed with the Comfort Fit System, a 
special construction system that faithfully 
reproduces the anatomy of the foot, they 

provide a high level of comfort. 
the upper is in full-grain leather with a 
vintage touch, the interior includes an 
advanced waterproof and breathable 

membrane while the sole is in anti-slip, 
abrasion-resistant rubber. 

Protectors on the tip, heel and ankle bone 
complete the profile of these 

Ce-certified sneakers. 
Style, safety and comfort for riding the 

Ducati Scrambler on every type of road!

Scr 399 Blundstone 
technical boots
9810333_
lightweight, durable and with great torsional flexibility, the SCR 
399 Blundstone boots have been especially created by the 
Australian company for the new Ducati Scrambler collection. 
Appreciated for their timeless design marked by comfort and 
simplicity, they have long been an icon of the fashion world 
and perfectly represent the anti-conformist and essential style 
of the new Scrambler. the upper, with ergonomic tip, 
is produced in strong cowhide with elasticated side inserts.
the heel with Poron® XRD™ reinforcements, 
the anti-hydrolysis midsole and the sole, resistant to 
temperatures of up to 140°, further enhance resistance 
of the SCR 399 boots.



5

Black Track
full-face helmet
98103330_ eCe
98103340_ USA

the full-face Black track helmet is the 
result of a collaboration between 
Ducati Scrambler and Bell. 
It is designed around the Bullit shell 
that, though retaining the lines of the 
Star model - the first full-face helmet in 
history to be produced by Bell - has been 
updated with a more comfortable fit, 
refined finishes and cutting-edge technical 
solutions. the captivating graphics 
with stripes, in perfect Scrambler style, 
reinterpret and modernize a line that was 
highly appreciated in the past, enhancing 
the appearance of this iconic product.

Orange Track
jet helmet

98103350_ eCe 
98103360_ USA 
98103370_ JAP

the orange track jet helmet is the 
result of a collaboration between Ducati 

Scrambler and Bell, two brands that have 
taken original ideas from the past and 

interpreted them in a contemporary way. 
An external shell in fiber, developed in five 

sizes, combined with ePS interior, also 
available in five sizes, make the orange 

track helmet compact and comfortable. 
Available with orange base, the helmet 

boasts graphics that immediately project 
you into the Scrambler world. 

equipped with a microfiber interior and 
D-ring fastener, orange track can be 

completed with the sunshade visor 
(included) or with the Scrambler Heritage 

goggles (to be purchased separately).

6

Scrambler I.I.
jet helmet
98103328_ eCe 
98103329_ USA

Joining their creative forces, the American 
helmet maker Bell, the Italian companies 
Ducati Scrambler and Italia Independent 
have put their talents to work to design the 
jet helmet “Scrambler I.I.”. Produced by Bell, 
this exclusive helmet is a blend of traditional 
and innovative design.  Its distinctive mark 
is the fusion of the two logos in one, the 
same that appears on the special edition 
of the iconic motorcycle. the emblem is 
in evidence both at front and rear of the 
helmet, united by a handsome grey stripe 
that tops off the look. 



7

Short Track 
jet helmet

(black-white)
(black-white)
(black-white)

(brown-yellow)
(brown-yellow)
(brown-yellow)

The Short Track jet helmet is the result of 
the collaboration between Ducati and Bell, 

two brands that have characterised the 
history of motorcycling and have taken 
original ideas from the past interpreting 

them in a contemporary way. An external 
fibre shell, developed in five sizes, combined 

with an EPS interior, in five sizes, make 
the Short Track helmet compact and 

comfortable. Available in black-white and 
brown-yellow versions, the helmet boasts 

graphics that immediately projects you 
into the Scrambler world. Equipped with a 

microfibre interior and D-ring fastener, Short 
Track can be completed with the sunshade 

visor (included) or with the Scrambler 
Heritage goggles (sold separately).

98103081_ ECE
98103082_ USA
98102822_ JAP
98103084_ ECE
98103085_ USA
98102832_ JAP

8

Short Track
helmet bag

981029519
the Short track helmet bag, with faux 
leather exterior and a soft inner lining, 

is the perfect way to protect your Short 
track helmet and show your affinity to the 

new Ducati Scrambler world.

Heritage 
goggles
981029518
the goggles Heritage by 100% are 
an essential accessory to complete 
the Ducati Scrambler look. 
the tPU mask, resistant and flexible, is 
equipped with anti-fog ventilation 
and includes an interchangeable 
Dalloz lens with great optic quality.
the customised Ducati Scrambler elastic 
band is adjustable and is fastened to the 
helmet with an internal silicon mould. 
Perfect balance between the modernity 
of the Ducati Scrambler and timeless 
motorcycling style.



9

Overland
fabric gloves

 (black-beige)
 (black-grey)

 (black-orange)

the overland gloves, produced in Hexagon 
high-resistance fabric, have thermoformed 

neoprene panels to guarantee flexibility 
for the back of the hand and the thumb, 
and polyurethane inserts injected directly 
onto the back of the fingers. the palm in 

microfibre is Ducati Scrambler customised 
with a silicon print that increases grip. 

the distinctive style and the attention to 
details make the overland gloves a real 

must-have.

Street Master C2 
leather gloves
98103089_ (black-jellow)
98103079_ (black-black)

the Street Master C2 sheepskin gloves, 
available in black-black and black-yellow 
colour versions, combine classic style 
with a modern fit. equipped with double 
layers of microfibre and inserts in shock 
absorbing material, they are certified 
according to eC standards. 
the inserts, in elasticated fabric and 
neoprene, improve the fit, reducing volume 
variations while riding. 
the micrometric wrist fastening 
customised Ducati Scrambler allows for 
easy adjustment. Comfort, 
safety and style that enhance the 
enjoyment of wearing them.

98103087_
98103088_
98103400_

10

Blue Star
sweatshirt

98769439_
Raglan style full zip sweatshirt, 100% cotton. 

Simple light garment ideal for casual wear. 
The Scrambler logo and the vibrant color 

of this sweatshirt are distinctive marks 
of the Land of Joy.

Sixty2
sweatshirt
98769440_
Salt-and-pepper polo-neck sweatshirt. 
The Scrambler sketch is prominent 
on center front. A comfortable fitting 
sweatshirt with shoulder patches. 
Water print, soft to the touch, 
100% styled in Italy.



11

Hoodie Parklife
hooded sweatshirt

98769438_
Sweatshirt with hood and front waist 

pocket for a sporty look. 100% cotton. 
Casual style is enhanced by the woven 
label on the cuff and by the sweatband 

sporting a Scrambler print.

Wing Hoodie 
hooded sweatshirt
98769171_
exclusive fabric with pronounced tricot effect. 
Packaging and accessories that are overtly 
made in Italy: zipper, sweat guard and 
zip pull in customised nabuk. 
the breathable mesh lining, jersey-lined 
hood and alcantara patch enrich this 
particularly soft garment that offers 
unmatchable comfort.
80% cotton and 20% polyester.

Flat Track
long-sleeved t-shirt
98769443_
100% cotton long sleeve t-shirt, 
reminiscent of the Dirt track style 
from the Seventies, with contrast quilted 
shoulder panels and racing number 62, 
the year the Scrambler was born.
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Checkered Scr 
shirt

98769174_
An essential Scottish shirt with 

Scrambler style. An iconic country 
piece, the checkered shirt never goes 

out of fashion and boasts an exclusive 
Ducati chess board design inspired by 

the colours of the legendary Scrambler. 
Created in gabardine cotton, it has a 

fresh, thin look. A lightweight, resistant and 
compact fabric that is extremely soft. 
the shirt, enhanced with a Scrambler 

patch over the heart, recalls the outdoor 
spirit of the Scrambler collection.

Denim Rider
denim shirt
98769441_
Simple and essential denim shirt, 
a casual style ideal for all seasons. 
the Scrambler patch on upper left makes 
this shirt an iconic, original garment.
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Scottish
t-shirt
98769444_
The special finish of the fabric enhances 
the soft touch of this t-shirt. 100% cotton. 
The contrast checkered print on the front 
adds a contemporary flair to a classic 
garment.

Joyride
short-sleeved polo shirt

98769442_
With its simple, neat style, this piqué cotton 

polo shirt stands out for its patch on upper left 
that emphasizes the synergy between passion 

and original style of the Scrambler world.

Parklife 
t-shirt

98769445_
The wild green background recalls the 

outdoor vocation of the Scrambler world, 
and contrasts with the vibrant orange of 

the plastisol print on the front. 
This garment celebrates the free spirit of 

the Land of Joy. 100% cotton.
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Hippy Dippy
t-shirt

98769447_
100% cotton t-shirt with colorful, 

contemporary graphics. the accent of 
this garment is the plastisol print showing 

a Scrambler helmet reminiscent of the 
graphics from the Sixties and Seventies.

Puzzle
t-shirt
98769446_
the central element of this t-shirt 
is the anatomy of a Scrambler, 
an original, captivating graphic design 
for this 100% cotton garment.

Dogtown
t-shirt
98769448_
this t-shirt is characterized by the bands 
printed in the iconic Scrambler colors 
inspired by the outfits seen in California 
in the Seventies. 100% cotton.
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Custom Rumble
t-shirt
98769456_
An iconic image of the Scrambler mood. 
100% cotton t-shirt with front water print. 
the logo is inspired by the world 
of custom bikes.

Kick Flip
t-shirt

98769449_
Mud gray t-shirt 

with the classic Scrambler 
headlamp graphic revisited 

to create a combination of shapes 
with great visual impact.

Orange Flip
t-shirt

98769450_
orange erupts in this orange Flip t-shirt. 

the prominent feature is the logo printed 
on the front. An exuberant, dynamic 
garment, made from 100% cotton.
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Moab
t-shirt

98769182_
Authentic and essential style 
to win the hearts of all ages.
In anthracite grey, the t-shirt 

with pocket stands out for its clean 
and contemporary flavour. 

Soft to the touch, it’s a pleasure to wear. 
Made in Italy.

Heritage
t-shirt
98769176_
An extremely soft t-shirt 
thanks to the particular finishing processes 
carried out on the fabric. 
the hand-sketched design stands out 
on the front, combining fashion 
and biking tastes.
Made in Italy, 100% cotton.
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Milestone
t-shirt
98769188_
Free to wear yellow at any time. 
this t-shirt is the utmost expression 
of nonconformity and essentiality, a 
mouthpiece for the Scrambler lifestyle. 
100% cotton.

Ghost Rider
t-shirt

98769180_
Iconic image of the Scrambler “mood”. 

A plastisol print on the front of this 100% 
cotton t-shirt highlights the pride and 

pleasure of sharing a passion for two-
wheels and much more besides.
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Trucker Patch Lady
denim jacket
98103390_
The development of Trucker Patch, in 
perfect Scrambler style, takes the volume 
of a lifestyle denim jacket and cleverly 
redesigns it in terms of volume to contain 
CE-approved protectors on the shoulders 
and elbows while also protecting the biker 
from the wind. The careful attention to 
detail is enhanced with the customized 
buttons, dedicated patches and original 
tartan cotton panel that recalls other 
pieces in this clothing collection. 
Available as a men’s and women’s 
version, this youthful looking, informal 
jacket is suitable for all types of road 
on board your Ducati Scrambler!

Outdoor 
fabric jacket

98103077_
Inspired to the Urban Enduro version, 

the Outdoor jacket, is equipped with CE 
protectors, fits a back protector, and is 

designed to adapt to any situation. 
The exterior is composed of a refined 

3-layer elasticised, waterproof and 
breathable soft-shell. The enveloping 

volume of the garment can be adjusted 
with coulisses on both waist and 

hood. Ventilation is managed through 
dedicated zips. The internal layer is a 

padded jacket: a useful, modern quilted 
jacket in camouflage, that can also be 

worn separately. Available in men’s and 
women’s versions and designed for all 

Ducati Scrambler free spirits.
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Denim Rider
denim shirt
98769453_
Ideal for all seasons. 
the Scrambler essence is captured 
by the patch with the signature yellow 
details. this casual, essential garment 
is a must-have for every Scrambler lover.

Hawaiian Rider
t-shirt
98769451_
the youthful, contemporary graphic 
dedicated to Scrambler girls is reminiscent 
of summer. the color combination is 
enhanced by the cold-dyed fabric. 
Hues lend this garment a unique, original 
style. 100% cotton.

1962 Hoodie 
hooded sweatshirt

98769172_
A casual hooded sweatshirt for women. 
this piece, with full zip, can be worn all 

year round. Its strong Scrambler spirit is 
evident in the colour, the print on the front 

and patch with essential yellow details. 
Made in Italy, 100% iridescent cotton.
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Orange Flip
singlet

98769480_
essential and contemporary, 

tank tops are the signature garments 
of the Scrambler lifestyle. Made from 

elasticized cotton in the new pop color 
of the land of Joy.

Parklife
t-shirt
98769452_
A simple yet captivating water-print graphic 
is on the front. Dedicated to girls who love 
the Scrambler world. 100% cotton.
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Moab
t-shirt

98769184_
100% viscose, this optic white t-shirt 
is characterized by the delicacy and 

shininess of the material. Soft to the touch, 
the fabric is extremely comfortable while 
the water print on the front is subtle but 

also strongly communicative. 
Made in Italy.

Midnight
t-shirt
98769185_
Yellow also shines at night. 
100% viscose, this black t-shirt boasts a 
glitter version of the iconic Scrambler logo. 
Simple but with great appeal.
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Camou
sunglasses 
987694555
this classic-shaped male sunglasses are 
created in high resistance plastic. this 
model, unique edition, has two distinctive 
characteristics: the dominant army green 
color, the same upon which the Scrambler 
model is inspired and the special 3D 
texture on the temples that recalls the 
shapes of the motorcycle’s tracks. the 
smoky lenses match the color of the 
frame. original graphic.

Copper
sunglasses 
987694554
Classic-shaped unisex sunglasses, 
created in high resistance plastic and 
based on the most iconic model of the 
Italia Independent range, evoke the colors 
of the special version of the Scrambler 
motorcycle. With mirrored and copper-
colored lenses, hand painting and special 
finishing create a unique chromatic 
dynamism. Perfect match!

Black
sunglasses 

987694556
Classic-shaped male sunglasses, 
created in high resistance plastic. 

one of its distinctive characteristics is the 
special 3D texture on the temples that 
recalls the shapes of the tracks of the 
motorcycle’s tires. the “gum” finishing 

is scratch resistant and gives a pleasant 
sensation to the touch. Silver-colored 

mirrored lenses match the color of the 
frame perfectly. With style!
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Compass
wall clock
987694544
this must-have Scrambler wall clock 
will tick the hours away at home, at the 
office or in your garage. Gun-barrel gray 
dial, aluminum-finish bezel and yellow 
Scrambler logo create a simple, 
captivating design!

Flip 
silicone watch

987694543
Practical, light silicone watch with rotating 

bezel and removable plastic case.
Water resist 5 bar, this is a must-have 

accessory in true Scrambler style.
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Compass 
quartz watch
987691869
Analogue quartz watch with:
- brushed steel case Ø40 mm
- mineral crystal
- steel ring fastened with screws 
- logo and minutes in relief
- textile strap
- water resistant to 100 metres
- Miyota 2115 movement

Compass
spare fabric watch 

strap
987694547 black
987694545 orange
987694546 yellow
987694548 camouflage
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Logos 
belt
98769189_
Vegetable tanned leather belt for a worn but 
contemporary effect. From the cut of the leather to 
the stitching and the laser cut Scrambler logos, it has 
been entirely made in Italy with traditional manifacturing 
processes. the essential yellow hand stitching and 
brass buckle complete the accessory, fully respecting 
post-heritage tradition. 
Available in three sizes: 90-100-110 cm.

Necker 
foulard
987691874 (yellow)
987691875 (military green) 

100% viscose, this scarf is the ideal 
complement to casual clothing. Available 
in two different colours: yellow and military 
green in which the graphic tone on tone 
elements are the mouthpiece for the 
Scrambler lifestyle.

Tex
bandana

987694549 (black)
987694551 (yellow) 

987694550 (orange)

A must-have for every motorcyclist. 
Made from 100% cotton, it is available 

in three color variants: black, yellow and 
orange. Classic 70 x 70 cm bandana 

with cashmere pattern.
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Steve 
backpack
987694561
A dedicated knapsack in the Scrambler line designed 
by Braccialini, a brand that merges top-end quality, 
innovation and Italian style. A sporty look and strong 
outdoor vocation are the prominent features of this 
accessory. Army green fabric and vegetable leather 
accents. Padded shoulder straps and a roomy front 
pocket offer excellent comfort and practicality.

Woods 
messenger
987691862
Active messenger in 800D polyester and an eco 
leather base for greater resilience. A yellow nylon 
lining acts as ‘organizer’, equipped with pockets and 
a padded pocket to protect a pc. As well as the strap 
with shoulder protection, the messenger has a waist 
belt making it ideal for use while on two-wheels. 
Dimensions: 42x32x12 cm.

Steve 
bag

987694560
A bag dedicated to Scrambler girls, 

made by Braccialini. Very roomy, made from fabric 
and vegetable leather, it enhances the value of 

excellence and Italian style. Sporty and sophisticated 
at the same time, this is the perfect accessory 

for a trip in the land of Joy!

Woods 
backpack

987691861
An outdoor and casual essence 

for the 800D polyester rucksack with eco leather base. 
the iconic colours of the Scrambler alternate in this 

extremely functional item: spacious front pockets, 
one mesh side pocket and an internal compartment 

with padding to protect a pc. Padded back and 
shoulders for optimum comfort. 

Dimensions: 29x46x16 cm.
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Steve
wallet with chain

987694562
Chain wallet 

designed and manufactured by Braccialini.
Army green fabric and vegetable leather 

lend it an outdoor-oriented, gritty look.

Custom Rumble
trucker cap

987694542
this two-color trucker cap with Custom Rumble 

front print joins the Scrambler spirit with the custom 
bike world. Polyester front and soft mesh back 

make this cap a must-have complement 
for every type of outfit.

Dogtown
trucker cap
987694541
Casual trucker cap ideal for the summer 
season. the prominent feature of this cap 
is the iconic band in the Scrambler colors 
inspired by Californian lifestyle from the 
Seventies.

Kick Flip
cap
987694540
Snapback-style cap with flat visor. Its 
prominent feature is the headlamp shape 
embroidered on the front, which has been 
reinterpreted to create a new graphic.
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Ball
cap

987691720
100% cotton cap 

with stone washed effect. 
the essential 3D tone on tone logo 

makes this a casual piece 
suitable for all ages.

Milestone 
flask

987691871
Aluminium flask for those wanting a 

professional and totally hygienic container 
for their drinks. the ideal companion when 

outdoors, in the office or while travelling. 
Signed by Scrambler.

Capacity: 600 ml (7x21 cm).

Utah 
picnic blanket
987691863
Designed for those who want to be close 
to nature. the Scottish creativity of the 
exclusive design, in 100% cotton, clearly 
recalls the Scrambler colours and spirit. 
equipped with a waterproof groundsheet, 
it allows for optimum insulation from the 
ground, ensuring comfort and protection. 
lightweight, compact and easy to 
transport, it is the ideal complement for the 
Scramblerist. Dimensions: 120x135 cm.

Snap Hook 
keyring
987691881
original key ring in green and silver aluminium 
with cotton band. For those who are Scrambler 
crazy it will be impossible to lose your keys.
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Camping
metal pot
987694552
the classic metal mug has been 
reinvented to create a post-heritage item.
Simple and essential, the Scrambler logo 
is placed centrally on a white enamel 
background. Camping style!

Scr
lighter
987691873
An opaque veneer and laser customisation 
for this lighter dedicated to the iconic 
Ducati bike. Sober and essential, 
it is pure Scrambler style.

Rubber Banner 
key ring
987691880

Soft, handy and lightweight, the Scrambler 
key ring in PVC. not only for your keys 

but a nifty accessory to attach 
wherever you want.

Milestone
mug

987691864
Yellow ceramic Scrambler mug. 

Accessible and essential, it takes 
inspiration from the key principles 

of the Scrambler.
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Logos 
pin-set
987691877
8 Scrambler logos in the form of a pin.
to suit all tastes, the essential pins 
that speak Scrambler.

Poster Mix
(4 in 1)

987694553
From Paris, Sunset, 

outdoor Jump: 70x50cm 
All in: 70x100cm

Milestone
bracelet
987691872

Coloured, fresh, young, 
the silicon bracelet that is all Scrambler.
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Multi Logo 
stickers
987691867

The logos of the four Scrambler versions come to life in the Multi Logo Sticker set. 
For anyone who is a true fan.

Scrambler Icon 
bike model
987694370
The Icon is the starting point 
from which to express yourself.
1:18
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Lifestyle Logo
stickers
987691868

To truly experience the Scrambler world. Essential stickers bearing the 
iconic logos of the apparel.

Milestone
cotton shopper
987691876
The natural cotton shopping bag. 
A resistant multi-use accessory that 
speaks Scrambler. Dimensions: 38x42 cm
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ACCESSORIES
collection 2016

named after the english word “to scramble” (mixing up, 
blending), the Ducati Scrambler is a form of expression 
of the rider’s identity and lifestyle. 
the motorcycle versions are just a starting point to create 
an absolutely unique, personalised model. thanks to 
a complete, wide range of accessories, each Ducati 
Scrambler can be customised to suit any owner tastes.
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The raised 2 into 1 exhaust pipes and 
racing silencer with removable Db-killer are 
a clear aesthetic reference to endurance 
and flat-track racing. Essential features 
include its fluid dynamic performance 
and dedicated mapping, which can be 
installed using the Up-Map key provided.

APPLICABILITY: 
FULL THROTTLE, URBAN ENDURO, 

ICON, CLASSIC, 
FLAT TRACK PRO (96480681A).

SIXTY2 (96480911A).

Race-Line 
complete steel 
exhaust system kit
96480691A

APPLICABILITY: FULL THROTTLE, URBAN ENDURO, 
ICON, CLASSIC, FLAT TRACK PRO. 

Sport-line racing silencer
96480681A / 96480911A

Thrilling sound with removable Db-killer 
and full power delivery thanks to the 

dedicated mapping; this steel silencer with 
up-map key makes for an exciting ride 

right from the word go.

This accessory is not approved for road circulation.

This product is intended for racing vehicles used only in closed-course competition. 
Operation on public roads is prohibited by law.

FOR RacIng uSe OnLy
The product marked with this symbol can only be used on competition vehicles. 
Use outside a competition track of motorcycles equipped with this product is prohibited by law. 
Verify any further restrictions with the relevant race course. 
Motorcycles equipped with this accessory are prohibited from operating on public roads. 
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Silenziatore omologato 
Evo-line
96480671A

Racing style, urban character. 
This steel exhaust with catalytic converter 

meets the need for an “easy” bike, 
without giving up its sporty attitude.

Heat protection bandages 
for manifolds
96481091A

Created in fibreglass, it reduces heat 
for a 100% café racer look.

APPLICABILITY: FULL THROTTLE, 
URBAN ENDURO, ICON, CLASSIC, 
FLAT TRACK PRO, SIXTY2.

APPLICABILITY: 
URBAN ENDURO, ICON, 

CLASSIC, FLAT TRACK PRO.

This Aftermarket Ducati Performance kit is certified in accordance with the regulations 
of the California Air Resources Board for use on public roads.

Silencer type-approved according to European Standard 2005/30/EC.
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urban enduro 
waterproof side bags set
96780751A

Brackets 
for soft side bags
96780741A

Resistant and versatile, they are ideal for 
daily use. Their capacity and waterproof 
materials also make them the ideal 
companion for medium-distance trips.

Capacity: 11 lt sx; 5 lt. dx
Maximum loading capacity: 
3 kg sx; 1,5 kg dx

APPLICABILITY: FULL THROTTLE, 
URBAN ENDURO, ICON, CLASSIC
FLAT TRACK PRO, SIXTY2.

Made of steel, they are essential in order 
to assemble the soft side bags
(96780751A / 96780761A).

APPLICABILITY: FULL THROTTLE, 
URBAN ENDURO, ICON, CLASSIC
FLAT TRACK PRO, SIXTY2.

classic 
side bags set

96780761A

Technical fabrics with a vintage look 
and good load capacity are the key 

features of these Classic bags, 
designed to be unique.

Capacity: 11 lt sx; 5 lt. dx
Maximum loading capacity: 

3 kg sx; 1,5 kg dx

APPLICABILITY: FULL THROTTLE, 
URBAN ENDURO, ICON, CLASSIC

FLAT TRACK PRO, SIXTY2.
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Full Throttle 
side bags set

96780411A

Minimalist by nature, but not for their load 
capacity; complete with supports, these 

bags are practical and dynamic.

Capacity: 21.5 lt sx; 20.5 lt. dx
Maximum loading capacity: 

4 kg + 4 kg

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, FlAt 

tRACK PRo, SIXtY2.

Urban enduro 
magnetic tank bag

96780471A

Made of seamless, high-frequency 
welded PVC tarpaulin fabric. 

Fitted with roll down closing system 
with velcro to ensure effective 

waterproofing. Removable base with 
magnets and reflective inserts. It can 
be used as a comfortable rucksack.

Maximum loading capacity: 3 kg

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, 

FlAt tRACK PRo, SIXtY2.

Urban enduro 
rear bag
96780481A

Made of seamless, high-frequency welded 
PVC tarpaulin fabric. Fitted with roll down 
closing system with velcro to ensure 
effective waterproofing. Adjustable elastic 
net and reflective inserts. Comfortable 
handle to carry it by hand and shoulder 
strap. 4 belts to fasten it to the motorcycle.

Maximum loading capacity: 3 kg

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, 
FlAt tRACK PRo, SIXtY2.
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urban enduro 
seat
96880151A

An Urban style, yet the comfort of an 
Enduro: this seat is made with technical 
fabrics to ensure an ideal ergonomic 
position for rider and passenger. 
Standard seat height.

APPLICABILITY: FULL THROTTLE, 
ICON, CLASSIC, FLAT TRACK PRO, 
SIXTY2.

classic 
seat

96880161A

The very essence of simplicity 
in a vintage seat that stands out 

for the quality of its materials and 
painstaking care for detail. 

Standard seat height.

Also available in low profile, -20 mm 
(96880351A)

APPLICABILITY: FULL THROTTLE, 
URBAN ENDURO, ICON, CLASSIC, 

FLAT TRACK PRO, SIXTY2.

Handlebar 
bag

96780621A

Easy to install, it conveniently holds 
your keys, mobile phone and other 

belongings you usually place 
in your pockets.

APPLICABILITY: URBAN ENDURO, 
ICON, CLASSIC, FLAT TRACK PRO, 

SIXTY2.
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Comfort seat 
(+ 25 mm)

96880221A

It improves the seating position 
thanks to the raised position. 

the thicker foam ensures also a 
better comfort to both rider and 

passenger by absorbing 
the road bumps.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, 

FlAt tRACK PRo, SIXtY2.

Full-Throttle racing 
seat
96880141A

Racing look and slip-resistant materials, 
for a seat that can be comfortable and 
aggressive at the same time. 
Standard seat height.

APPLICABILITY: URBAn enDURo, 
ICon, ClASSIC, FlAt tRACK PRo, 
SIXtY2.

Lowered seat 
(-20 mm)
96880171A
Reduces the ground clearance making 
the Scrambler even more user-friendly, 
without compromising the comfort of 
the rider and passenger.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, 
FlAt tRACK PRo, SIXtY2.
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Camouflage 
tank side covers
97380261A

the camouflage graphics of these tank covers 
is a must-have for all trendy riders.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, URBAn 
enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC.

Stainless steel 
tank side covers

97380251A

they reflect the 70s style of the Scrambler.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, 

FlAt tRACK PRo, SIXtY2.

Carbon 
side panels

96980591A

  Dark textures and deep reflections 
for a set of two technologically 

advanced side panels.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC. 

Black-alu 
tank side covers
97380161A

the lightness of aluminium and the 
elegance of the black anodisation 
treatment reawaken the dark soul 
of the Scrambler.

APPLICABILITY: URBAn enDURo, 
ICon, ClASSIC.
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Checker 
tank side covers

97380641A

adhesive 
tank protector

97480071A

An original, fashionable detail 
to make your bike unique.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC.

An essential line that protects while 
mirroring the Scrambler spirit.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, FlAt 

tRACK PRo, SIXtY2.

Neutral tank
97780031A

the perfect starting point for any 
personalisation, the neutral tank allows 
you to fully express your style by 
choosing your favourite colour.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, 
FlAt tRACK PRo, SIXtY2.
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Set of Scrambler Classic 
logos 
97480081A

tell the tale of your bike, choosing the 
logo that best suits you.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon.

Set of Scrambler Icon 
logos

97480101A

A logo as the starting point 
for self-expression.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ClASSIC.
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Set of Scrambler Full Throttle 
logos

97480111A

A customisation inspired by the 
world of flat track.

APPLICABILITY: 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC.

Set of Scrambler Urban enduro 
logos
97480121A

An expression of the Scrambler’s blend 
of styles in a small but exquisite detail.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
ICon, ClASSIC.
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aluminium 
spoke rim set
96380031A

With its retro lines, it adds a vintage touch to 
the contemporary design of the Scrambler. 

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
ICon, FlAt tRACK PRo.

Short carbon fibre 
front mudguard

96980621A

In refined and resistant material, 
it streamlines the aesthetics of the bike front end.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, 

ClASSIC, FlAt tRACK PRo.
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Rear plastic fibre 
mudguard

97180301A

It protects from mud and debris and 
enhances the aesthetics of the bike.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, 

FlAt tRACK PRo, SIXtY2.

Tall plastic fibre material 
mudguard
97180211A

Satin-finished aluminium 
mudguard set
97380191A

enduro as a way of life. 

APPLICABILITY: ICon, FlAt tRACK PRo.

timeless elegance meets cutting-edge 
technology with these bright, sinuous curves.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, FlAt tRACK PRo.
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Smoked plexiglass 
kit

97180341A

Set of lateral 
number holder plates

97180381A

Complete with everything needed 
for mounting, it effectively protects 
the rider from the wind, ensuring 

perfect visibility.

APPLICABILITY: FULL THROTTLE, 
URBAN ENDURO, ICON, CLASSIC, 

FLAT TRACK PRO, SIXTY2.

Their design transforms each 
Scrambler into a real Flat Track bike. 
The set is completed with assembly 

brackets.

APPLICABILITY: FULL THROTTLE, 
URBAN ENDURO, ICON, 

CLASSIC, SIXTY2.

Sport headlight 
fairing
97180191A

With its unique design, it integrates perfectly 
with the minimalist lines of the Scrambler. 

APPLICABILITY: FULL THROTTLE, 
URBAN ENDURO, ICON, CLASSIC, SIXTY2.
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Headlight trim 
in stamped sheet
97380381A

Billet aluminium 
headlight trim

97380231A

needed to mount the headlight 
protective grill.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
ICon, ClASSIC.

It envelops the headlight like a decoration, with 
the elegance of machined aluminium.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC,

FlAt tRACK PRo, SIXtY2.

Headlight 
protection grille
97380182A

the steel mesh reduces the risk of 
breaking the headlight.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, ICon, 
ClASSIC.

this accessory is not approved for road circulation.

this product is intended for racing vehicles used only in closed-course competition. 
operation on public roads is prohibited by law.

Clamp set for 
aluminium headlight trim

97380391A

needed to mount the protective grill. 
Also in billet aluminium, they constitute one 

more jewel with which to enhance headlight.

APPLICABILITY: 
FUll tHRottle, ICon, ClASSIC.
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Brake fluid reservoir 
cover
96180301A

In billet aluminium; the Scrambler mood 
is expressed in every tiny detail.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, 
SIXtY2.

aluminium variable 
section handlebar

96280181C

Bigger wall thicknesses and carefully crafted 
bends in a lightweight and ergonomic handlebar.

APPLICABILITY: URBAn enDURo, ICon, 
ClASSIC, SIXtY2.

aluminium handlebar 
cross-bar
96280191A

enduro look and functionality with 
235mm length.

APPLICABILITY: ICon, ClASSIC, SIXtY2.

Billet aluminium 
instruments trim

97380291A

Key element of an “iron” customisation; 
muscular, but sophisticated.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, 

FlAt tRACK PRo, SIXtY2.
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Pair of Flat Track 
handgrips
96280231A Racing Yellow
96280341A Rosso Ducati
96280351A Wild Green

Set of heated 
handgrips

96680421A

Inspired by the Flat Track world, the 
handgrips ensure perfect grip in every 
riding situation.

APPLICABILITY: FULL THROTTLE, 
URBAN ENDURO, ICON, CLASSIC, 
SIXTY2.

Adjustable temperature for warm 
hands even in cold weather.

APPLICABILITY: FULL THROTTLE, 
URBAN ENDURO, ICON, CLASSIC, 

FLAT TRACK PRO, SIXTY2.

chrome rear-view 
mirrors
96880361A / 96880371A

Recalls the “Seventies” Scrambler style.

APPLICABILITY: FULL THROTTLE, URBAN 
ENDURO, ICON, CLASSIC, SIXTY2

Accessoty type-approved for road use. 
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Billet aluminium handlebar 
balancing weights

97380271A

A touch of light and refinement 
for the handlebar.

APPLICABILITY: FULL THROTTLE, 
URBAN ENDURO, ICON, CLASSIC, FLAT 

TRACK PRO, SIXTY2.

Billet aluminium 
rear-view mirrors

96880181A / 96880191A

Decisive shape and rich in style. 
Homologated for road use.

APPLICABILITY: FULL THROTTLE, 
URBAN ENDURO, ICON, CLASSIC, 

FLAT TRACK PRO, SIXTY2.

Set of billet aluminium 
brake and clutch levers
96180121A

Ideal for personalising the controls to 
suit your riding style. 
Created in aluminium with the 
Ducati Scrambler logo.

APPLICABILITY: FULL THROTTLE, 
URBAN ENDURO, ICON, CLASSIC, 
FLAT TRACK PRO, SIXTY2.

Accessoty type-approved for road use.
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Billet aluminium 
frame plugs

97380281A

A precious aesthetic enhancement.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, 

FlAt tRACK PRo, SIXtY2.

Lower instrument panel 
cover in billet aluminium
97380311A

exquisite metal and processing 
for a refined bike front end.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, 
FlAt tRACK PRo, SIXtY2.

Billet aluminium 
pinion cover
97380301A

Particular metal and processing enhance 
the aesthetic value of the bike with a play 
on light and dark colours.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, 
SIXtY2.
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engine cover 
in steel tubes
96780831A

Further protects the engine from any 
shock when using the bike 
of bumpy surfaces.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, 
FlAt tRACK PRo, SIXtY2.

Pair of LeD turn 
indicators
96680541A

aluminium number plate 
support
97380211A

ensure optimum visibility thanks to their 
high intensity mono-leD. 
In billet aluminium.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, 
FlAt tRACK PRo, SIXtY2.

With led number plate light, it lends 
the Scrambler rear end a streamlined 

look, enhancing the simple lines of 
this pure-breed café racer.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, 

FlAt tRACK PRo, SIXtY2.

Accessoty type-approved for road use.
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aluminium 
chain protector
97380531A

Protective mesh 
for oil cooler

97380541A

Belly pan 
protective plate
97380201A

easy to mount, it protects the chain from 
debris and dirt, perfectly integrating with 
the design of the bike.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, 
FlAt tRACK PRo.

Made from aluminium, helps protect the cooling 
system from rocks and road debris while 

providing aesthetic appeal.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, 

FlAt tRACK PRo.

Made in aluminium, it protects the engine 
from debris and impacts without adding 
significant weight to the vehicle.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, ICon, 
ClASSIC, FlAt tRACK PRo.
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Stand 
support plate 
97380551A

Increases the area of support of the 
side stand for greater stability while the 
bike is parked.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, 
FlAt tRACK PRo, SIXtY2.

Set of coloured spark 
plug cables
96580121A

Fold-away 
gearchange lever

96280281A

A small detail to personalise every 
aspect of your bike.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, 
FlAt tRACK PRo, SIXtY2.

In steel, it is adjustable for riding 
style personalisation. 

the fold-away pedal protects the 
lever in case of a crash.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, 

ClASSIC, FlAt tRACK PRo, 
SIXtY2.

Plug&play 
anti-theft system
96680411A

Set of two aluminium 
footpegs
96280211A

It can be easily installed on the motorcycle 
and protects it from possible theft; 
built-in anti-lift sensor and alarm.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, 
FlAt tRACK PRo, SIXtY2.

the machined metal improves 
the aesthetic and foot grip.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, 
URBAn enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, 

SIXtY2.

Scrambler 
motorcycle canvas

97580031A

excellent material and refined personalisation 
to protect this two-wheeled jewel 

from dust and scratches.

APPLICABILITY: FUll tHRottle, URBAn 
enDURo, ICon, ClASSIC, FlAt tRACK PRo, 

SIXtY2.
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Set of billet aluminium brake 
and clutch levers

Brake fluid 
reservoir cover

Billet aluminium 
rear-view mirrors

Billet aluminium 
headlight trim

Billet aluminium 
handlebar balancing weights

Billet aluminium 
instruments trim

Lower instrument panel 
cover in billet aluminium

Valued aesthetic details in billet aluminum embellish the look of the bike making it even 
more original and iconic, with the addition of billet aluminium brake and clutch levers. 
The Bullitt kit puts the final touch on a gutsy design, dedicated to all the detail maniacs.

Accessoty type-approved for road use.

APPLICABILITY: 
FULL THROTTLE, URBAN ENDURO, ICON, CLASSIC, FLAT TRACK PRO, SIXTY2.

BuLLITT Kit - 97980371A
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Set of heated 
handgrips

X2 Pair of LeD 
turn indicators

urban enduro 
magnetic tank bag

Brackets 
for soft side bags

urban enduro 
waterproof side bags set

Smoked plexiglass kit

Dedicated to all the wildlife enthusiast in the Ducati Scrambler World, the Parka kit 
contains all the accessories for the perfect outdoor adventure: heated handgrips, 

plexiglass windscreen & LED turn indicators to face the wind and bad weather 
safely; side Urban Enduro waterproof side bags and magnetic tank bag to 

undertake you every kind of journey. Let’s start exploring!

Accessoty type-approved for road use.

APPLICABILITY: 
FULL THROTTLE, URBAN ENDURO, ICON, CLASSIC, FLAT TRACK PRO, SIXTY2.

97980381A - PaRKa Kit
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footpegs

engine cover 
in steel tubes

aluminium 
chain protector

Protective mesh 
for oil cooler

Stand 
support plate

TRacKy Kit - 97980391A
For whom love urban tracks as well as dirty roads, “Tracky” is the perfect accessory 
kit: aluminum footpegs, bullbar, chain guard, side stand enlargement. All the right 
ingredients for the urban explorer.

APPLICABILITY: 
FULL THROTTLE, URBAN ENDURO, ICON, CLASSIC, FLAT TRACK PRO.


